WID Affiliates Recognized in Madison Magazine’s 2015 ‘M List’

Excellence in social innovation was this year’s criteria for the magazine’s M List, so it’s no surprise that WID was well-represented.

Read about the six innovators with ties to WID recognized in the 2015 cohort of M List honorees.

Upcoming

Crossroads of Ideas Lecture Series

Alfonso Morales, associate professor of urban and regional planning and of civil society and community studies at UW-Madison, will talk about the impacts of street markets.

When: Tuesday, December 1, 7 p.m.
Where: H.F. DeLuca Forum, Discovery Building (map)
Free and open to the public

The Crossroads of ideas lecture series is supported by the Morgridge Institute for Research, Wisconsin Institute for Discovery, and WARF.

NOTE: Tonight’s Crossroads lecture from Cecelia Klingele has been postponed due to unforeseen circumstances and will be rescheduled for the spring semester.

See all WID Events

Featured Publications

New Series Showcases Firsthand Science

The new Featured Publications series serves up some of the most important discoveries from WID straight from the source and in the words of the scientists themselves. Get a glimpse into an important part of formal science.

Read about improvements in DNA sequence alignment in a paper from Erik Wright — the first entry in the series.

See all Featured stories

WID Culture

Tools for Discovery: Aleia McCord

Aleia McCord is part of the new class of the Marie Christine Kohler Fellows @ WID, a group of graduate and professional students focused on transdisciplinary thought. She has a Master’s degree in Environment and Resources from the Nelson Institute at UW-Madison, where she is currently working towards a doctorate degree.

Read about McCord’s Tools for Discovery.

See more WID Culture

WID in the News

Families Built their Own Video Games at UW Field Day Lab’s Global Game Jam

Blending fun and education, the Global Game Jam was intended to promote ARIS, used to create games and stories.

Read the article from Madison.com.

See more WID in the News

Not signed up for WID’s e-newsletter? Sign up here:

The Wisconsin Institute for Discovery (WID) e-newsletter brings you a monthly digest of the Institute’s science, programs and events.

WID is a transdisciplinary research institute at UW-Madison located in the award-winning Discovery Building. The Building also houses the private, non-profit Morgridge Institute for Research and the Town Center.
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